
Interior design
projects
Featuring EBB & FLOW



From private homes to 
hotels and restaurants
EBB & FLOW lighting is used in many different interior design  
projects. From private homes to restaurants, retail, hotels, lounges, 
offices and events. 

Our lamp designs suit small private home solutions as well as  
installations for large scale projects. 

In this restaurant, the Horizon design is used to light up the space 
in a cloud-like installation. Shallow pendants in different sizes, colours,  
and lengths are floating along the ceiling.

Bunt Restaurant
Restaurant / Zurich



Brownie Chocolate Store
Restaurant / Russia

In Volograd, you can enjoy coffee and pastries at this  
refined chocolaterie, decorated with abstract art.

With strong colours on the walls, pastel furniture, 
and green plants, the Rowan pendants in Obsidian 
add to the artful atmosphere. 

Interior project by Enjoy Home.



Radisson Blu Limfjord Hotel
Hotel / Denmark

Stunning Pillar and Futura pendants 
lighting up bar and restaurant areas at 
Radisson Blu Limfjord Hotel in Aalborg, 
Denmark.



Hemels Vught Restaurant
Restaurant / Holland



This dreamy Ukranian home is decorated with a  
Nordic sense of style, rustic elements, and beautiful lighting. 

Materials such as wood, linen, brick and glass dress up the bedroom.  
All elements contribute to the calm and peaceful mood in the room.  
A Pillar pendant enjoys a prime prosition by the bed, adding a touch  
of exclusiveness and elegance to the room.

Project by Evolutionary Architecture.



Hotel & Spa Ginkgo
Hotel / France



NYZ Hotel Milan
Hotel / Italy

At this Milanese hotel,  you should expect the unexpected. 

All spaces are packed with vibrant designs, out of the 
ordinary elements, and bold colours - it’s a unique 
experience.

The elegant Pillar pendants suit and fulfill the interior 
setting with their opulent and decorative lighting effect.

Interior design by Neudahm Hotel Interior Design.



Café JOA
Restaurant / France



Our Smykke pendants decorating Café JOA in Paris. A Breton 
café canteen, the name meaning ”joy” in Breton. The perfect 
spot to enjoy homemade breakfast, lunch, coffee, or pre-dinner 
drinks.

In this setting, Smykke takes on a playful lightness.

Design & production by Atelier NoMa.



Hotel Terminus Nord
Hotel / Restaurant / France

This multi-cultural hotel restaurant, located in the heart of 
Paris, embodies the colurful Asian African feel of the local 
area, mixed with a Parisian boudoir atmosphere.

Project by Dreimeta.

Photography by Steve Herud.
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